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Ministry
waives off
spectrum fee
for CR
service?
The Millennium Post and
several other newspapers
reported, on September 29,
2012, the landmark decision
taken by the Ministry of Communications and Information
Technology, that the spectrum
fee has been been completely
waived off for community radio
services in the country.
This decision came in the
wake of representations made
and advocacy efforts by both
government bodies and civil society organizations to convince
MoCIT to completely withdraw
the spectrum fee.
Although the CR broadcasters are thrilled with the saidwaiver and not just a roll-back
of the increased fee, an official
order about the decision to cancel all license fee on community
radio has still not been released
by the communications ministry. It is being awaited eagerly
in the CR circles.
CR practitioners and enthusiasts are hoping that the Information & Broadcasting ministry
and Telecom minister Kapil
Sibal will be successful in prevailing upon the WPC in waving
the license fee.
The next step, of course,
would be fight for transparency
in allotting frequencies.

Stock taking seminar on CR &
training for South Asian
women community broadcasters

The World Association of Community Radio Broadcasters, AMARC
Asia Pacific; UNESCO Chair on Community Media, University of Hyderabad; and the Community Radio
Forum of India are jointly organising
a training workshop for women
community radio (CR) broadcasters
of South Asia and a South Asian seminar on CR development entitled
“Voices for Change and Peace: Taking Stock of CR in South Asia.”
The training workshop will be focussed on promoting gendered consciousness in the way CR is
produced and managed. It will also
allow participants to learn to produce radio content on issues related
to climate change and adaptation,
poverty eradication, and disaster
risk reduction in a way that is effective and relevant to local realities. As
part of network development, this
training will help women CR broadcasters of South Asia to become active members of AMARC Women
International Network. AMARC-WIN
is an assembly of women communicators working to ensure women’s
right to communicate through and
within the community radio movement. It believes that women can be
active agents of change when they
can gain access to voice themselves.
There are several concerns that
make the emergence and sustenance

of a third-tier of community broadcasting in South Asia a challenging
task. Problems such as restrictive
policy frameworks, inadequate allocation of spectrum for communities,
and the lack of a sustainable support
system are among the issues that
need to be addressed urgently for
genuine democratization of media
spaces in South Asia.
The one-and-a-half-day South
Asian seminar on CR will take stock
of South Asian experiences with CR,
including the strong potential of the
medium for social change and promotion of peace in the region. It will
bring together radio broadcasters,
civil society groups, academics, policy-makers, and media activists,
along with representatives of governments and donor organisations
to deliberate on these issues and
make suitable recommendations for
a more enabling policy environment
in South Asia.
The main goal of the events is to
provide a collective and creative
platform for learning, networking,
and to reflect on best practices, and
create a firm foundation for empowering the CR sector of South Asia by
capitalizing on AMARC’s regional
and global experiences. Both the
events will be hosted by CRF-India
in New Delhi in January 2013. Exact
dates of the events will be announced shortly in the AMARC and
CRF websites and through email
lists.
SumanBasnet,
RegionalCoordinator,AMARC
AsiaPacific,Kathmandu,Nepal.
Email:suman_basnet@asiapacific.amarc.org
Web:http://ap.amarc.org/
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Maraa workshop triggers thinking on synergies
between Community Radio and digital media

In an era of tablet devices and
smartphones, it would seem odd that
both private FM and community radio
as terrestrial analogue technologies are
booming. Community radio is of significant interest, since it is perhaps the
only part of the spectrum where communities have direct access without it
being mediated through public or private corporations. Given the obvious
benefits of community radio, all should
be done to promote it in every way.
However, the reality is that many community radio stations have not remained purely on FM radio alone. They
make extensive use of mobile telephony
and internet. When these intersections
with digital media are taking place,
what kinds of rights and access issues
emerge in the digital space?
It is to precisely answer these questions, that Maraa organized a two-day
workshop in Delhi, on the 11th and
12th of September. The workshop was
supported by the Ford Foundation. The
first day of the workshop saw presentations by various technologists who have
been employing their expertise to create greater synergies between community radio and digital media. The second
day of the workshop was focused on
some of the legal challenges which community radio will inevitably face in the
digital media environment - most notably copyright, licenses for content
sharing and the controversial Information Technology Act, and the IT Rules.
The technologists present were Aaditeshwar Seth and Zahir Koradia from
GramVaani, who presented their latest
developments in Interactive Voice Response (IVR) technologies vis-a-vis a

platform called Goonj. It has already
been tested in Jharkhand to create and
distribute participatory content on governance, culture, education etc, and has
been a resounding success. Zahir also
presented latest updates in terms of
various voice apps on their well known
platform GRINS (Grameen Radio Inter
Networking System).
Arjun from MojoLab Foundation
presented their path breaking work on
CG-Net Swara, perhaps one of the first
IVR platforms to gain international
recognition for its application in the
state of Chattisgarh, to report all kinds
of local content, including human rights
violations. Akhil Mathur from Bell Labs
presented a work-in-progress, of an application where listeners of a community radio station can tune into the
programming even with low cost Java
enabled phones. The listening of the
programming would take place over the
internet, but it could take place on a low
cost phone with minimal data charges.
As an additional session, Dhonam
and Phuntsok from TCV, Dharamsala,
presented a session where wi-fi, a delicensed part of the spectrum, could be
easily used to set up a link between
transmitter and tower, thereby creating
opportunities for NGOs to place their
studio at one space, and place their
tower at a more convenient space
where coverage is increased.
The second day saw three key presentations by members of Alternative
Law Forum of Bangalore. The first presentation was by Danish Sheikh, who
spoke about the draconian elements of
the IT Rules passed last year (2011). He
also interpreted these rules in the com-

munity radio context, and answered
questions from practitioners on how
these can be dealt with. The second
presentation was by Lawrence Liang
who spoke on how copyright regimes
have globally attempted to restrict the
“well of culture” from which we all draw
from for intellectual and cultural production. He also spoke about some
problematic components of the Copyright Act and its proposed amendments.
Fortunately, due to these inputs, the
CRF was able to send in comments on
the Draft Copyright Rules before the
deadline, thereby raising hopes of a
more inclusive Copyright regime in
India. The last presentation of the day
was from Namita Malhotra, who introduced the exciting world of the Commons. She spoke about the Creative
Commons licensing agreements, which
could be leveraged creatively by community radio stations to effectively
share their content without legal or
other kinds of troubles.
The workshop on a whole was a
trigger which raised awareness on the
new challenges and opportunities of
engaging with the inevitability of the
digital media environment, already a reality for most of the community radio
stations in the country today. While not
holistic in its approach, one hopes that
some of the issues raised in the workshop become triggers for expansive and
sustainable debates on access and
rights frameworks to develop in the digital media environment.
RamBhat
Maraa
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CRF pushes for broadcaster friendly rules to the

Copyright Act, 2012
The Copyright Act was amended in 2012 with very
significant amendments. The Act has implications for
community broadcasters as well. Hence the need for the
CR movement to push for changes in the draft Rules so
that those working on CR are not affected adversely. Recently, CRF submitted a representation pushing for certain amendments in the draft Copyright Rules 2012. This
letter was sent to the Registrar of Copyright, Shri. G. R
Raghavender on behalf of the Community Radio Forum
of India. The full text of the CRF letter is also available on
Maraa website - http://maraa.in/comments-on-draftcopyright-rules-2012/
Dear Sir,
We are writing to you on behalf of the Community
Radio Forum of India (“CRF”) in response to the call for
public comments on the Proposed Rules to the Copyright
Act , 2012.
The Community Radio Forum is a legally registered
organization under the Indian Societies Act. CRF-India is
also a member of the Ministry of Information and Broadcast’s Screening Committee for Community Radio. It is
also identified as a nodal agency for complaint resolution
for community radio under the
Draft Broadcast Bill/Content Code
of 2006/07. The Community
Radio Forum provides a common
platform for community broadcasters and offers a variety of
services including capacity building in technology and programming. It operates and has
presence all over the country.
Some of the members of the CR
Forum are long standing advocates of democratizing airwaves
and were in the forefront of creating a policy for community radio.
This intervention is with regard to section 31 D of the Copyright act and sections 40- 42 of
the Copyright Rules.
We welcome the introduction of Statutory Licenses
for Radio Broadcasting and Television Broadcasting to
the Copyright Act through Section 31D. We believe that
the move from compulsory licenses to a statutory regime
with the automatic grants of right to use copyrighted materials will simplify the procedure for radio broadcasters
to obtain licenses to use copyrighted works. It will reduce the the arbitrariness and delay associated with the
grant of compulsory licenses since they are granted on a
case to case basis.
One of the barriers to the growth of Radio in India has
been the high cost of content acquisition and the last

decade has seen prolonged battles between broadcasters
on the one hand, and collecting societies and recording
companies on the other. The statutory license regime
will bring in an equitable system balancing the interest
of greater dissemination on the one hand along with reasonable payments to copyright owners.
We would however like to bring to your attention the
specific challenges faced by Community Radio stations in
the country. Neither the Copyright Act 2012 nor the proposed rules make a distinction between different kinds
of radio broadcasters and we feel that if the new amendment and the rules are to serve their intended purpose of
benefitting radio stations this distinction becomes crucial. Corporate owned FM radio stations have been
broadcasting in India since 1993 and there are roughly
245 operational commercial radio stations in India. The
Community Radio Guidelines were implemented only in
November 2006 and community radio is still in a nascent
phase having roughly 135 operational stations in India.
Commercial FM broadcasting is corporate owned and
profit oriented and its business model depends on paid
advertisements and paid programming.
Community radio stations are very different from
commercial radio both in terms of purpose and operating model. Community radio licenses are granted only to
not-for-profit “legal entities”, educational institutions and Krishi Vigyan Kendras. Commercial radio
stations are different from community radio stations in terms of
audience and content as well.
While commercial radio stations
cater to a primarily urban audience most community radio stations cater to marginalized
communities in rural and urban
areas. Community radio stations
produce at least 50 percent of
their programmes locally, in local
languages and though there is a
fair amount of cultural programming in CR, the content is largely developmental in nature. Commercial FM stations on the other hand are
almost entirely focused on programming for entertainment.
Further, the territorial reach of commercial FM stations far exceeds that of community radio stations. While
the license entitles community radio stations to operate
a 100-watt ERP (Effective Radiated Power) radio station,
with a coverage area of approximately a 12-km radius
the ERP allowed for commercial radio stations can range
anywhere between 1000-watt to 50000-watt.
(ContinuedonPage8)
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EDITORIAL

Review must make policy enabling
First – the good news. Nearly six years after the November 2006 guidelines enabling grassroots participation in Community
Radio were announced, efforts are underway for a policy review. Issues include revoking the ban on news and the formalization of
spectrum fee hike roll back.
So why aren’t there more voluble cheers? In part, because these are issues, many would argue, that should have been resolved a
long time ago. In substantial measure, also, because the trends that appear to engulf the community radio climate are disquieting.
At the March 2007 National Consultations in New Delhi, despite misgivings about the ban on news, participants were assured
(from official quarters) that freedom of information could not be silenced by “some official guidelines.” Moreover, there was an official
projection that the country had room for at least 4000 community radio stations.
Six years later, there are only about 130 community radio stations in the country, and a roll back on the news ban remains to
come out in black and white. A bird’s eye view of community radio stations across the country would confirm unequal geographical
representation and a grossly skewed urban-rural ratio. According to latest estimates, grassroots community radio stations number
less than 40. There have been other issues of concern. While the role of community radio in “disturbed areas” and the question of
addressing sustainability through a community radio fund have come up for considerable discussion and research; pronouncements
have not been substantiated by implementation. These need to be given due cognizance while exploring why demand has not kept
pace with supply.
At a time when community radio is being increasingly recognized across the world as a critical ingredient for poverty eradication,
disaster mitigation and peace building, the policy review needs to reflect how legislation can tangibly facilitate an enabling climate
for these developments. Such a framework would echo the Diversity Principles of the Four UN Special Rapporteurs on Freedom of
Expression: “Community Broadcasting should benefit from fair and simple licensing procedures, should not have to meet stringent
technological or other license criteria, should benefit from concessionary licensing fees…” While facilitating the need for community
management and ownership, it would encourage self regulation initiatives from the sector on the ground that “the community knows
its own needs and interests best.”
These concerns take centre stage in this issue of CR News. We hope that they will merit due consideration in the policy review
discussions as well, and as always, we welcome your thoughts.

AshishSen

COMMENT

‘CR must resist curbs on Freedom of Expression’
In an interesting ‘unconference’ for Barcamp 10 in October at Mumbai, I spoke of how we seem to have blown our
chances at any kind of people’s media in our country. Public
service broadcasting is in a shoddy state from which it shows
no signs of life. Community radio and the Internet, I felt, still
hold some promise for people’s media but both are in such
grave danger of being throttled even before they can get a decent breathing chance.
The government’s recent decision to rollback the hike in
spectrum fees for community radio is a welcome one indeed.
Coming in the wake of stiff opposition from the community
radio movement, it is indeed an encouraging sign that things
for this medium will change for the better. But that’s if the government’s rider – the guidelines they seek to formulate – don’t
push us all several steps backwards.
After years of being part of mainstream print media, its repeated failure to tell the story and stay the course is so palpable. What is worse is the increasing sense of gloom that it has
not just failed, but abrogated its responsibility to any kind of
public-spirited journalism.
One can’t hope much from television, obsessed as it is with

sensational crime, cricket, celebrities and cinema (the four ‘C’
formula that is our Indianised version of Murdoch’s three ‘S’
formula of sex, sensationalism and sport). There’s less and
less investment – in people, time or money - for newsgathering in mainstream print or television anymore.
The Internet, which is inherently interactive and democratic, is now facing unprecedented regulation. At the same
time, access to cheap and high speed broadband is still a pipe
dream for millions.
My engagement with the magical world of community
radio is really at the level of a VIP - very interested person – in
all forms of media that can be truly interactive and break the
barriers to communication. As someone ‘outside’ of the community radio world, I do feel the movement for community
radio has to become more broad-based and link the restrictions on community radio to that of all other curbs on freedom of expression.
GeetaSeshu
ConsultingEditor
TheHoot
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

New features to enhance GRINS interface

Gram Vaani is delighted to update
you on the recent enhancements of
GRINS. While many of you know
about GRINS, for those who don’t,
GRINS is a unique radio automation
system designed specifically for
Community Radio stations by Gram
Vaani. Among other things GRINS includes complete telephony integration, content management, playlist

scheduling,
and live speech
recording.
GRINS is now
being used at
26 CR stations
in India and 5
CR stations in
Africa.
As a result of
the latest updates, CR stations can now
send and receive SMS and
export them to an Excel file. With the
new Polls feature, stations can now
conduct polls and get listeners to
vote on anything: from a local folk
song competition to the best farming
idea.
It now has a whole new interface for
listening to and categorizing calls received on the GRINS answering ma-

chine. Finally, we have been able to
bring down GRINS installation costs
by Rs. 15,000 by being able to work
with standard USB dongles for making/receiving calls and SMS.
Other features that are in the
pipeline include:
- Upgrade of GRINS to much more
stable Ubuntu 12.04
- Ability to view call and broadcast
statistics in the form of graphs
- In-built logger software
- A new suite of mobile based applications to better engage with the listeners
More details about the latest features
of GRINS are available at:
http://gramvaani.org/wpcontent/uploads/2012/05/GRINSintroduction-June-2012.pdf
AaditeshwarSeth
GRINS,GRAMVAANI

Usefulresourcefor
CRcontentdevelopment
'Learning with Community Media' is a recent COL publication edited by Ian
Pringle from COL, Ekta Mittal from Maraa and Monica Valdes a Colombian journalist and anthropologist, currently a Training Director with AMARC in Latin
America and the Caribbean regions. The book can be downloaded from
http://www.col.org/resources/publications/Pages/detail.aspx?PID=413 .
There is a full colour version download at 7 MB (pdf) and a low res black and
white download at 3.5 MB (pdf). The book is useful for all CRs wanting to focus
on content development, says Ram Bhat, Maraa.

DownloadUNESCOpublication
GroundRealities:CommunityRadioinIndia
Maraa has recently published Ground Realities: Community Radio in India,
with support from UNESCO. This is one of the outputs from Maraa’s Flagship
Project for Community Radio, which was supported by International Programme for Development of Communication (IPDC). You can download the
publication from:
http://maraa.in/unesco-publication-on-community-radio-in-india/ says
Ram Bhat, Maraa.
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Hundreds of villages within 20
kms radius of village Ghaghas in Nagina block in the interiors of District
Mewat (one of Haryana’s most backward districts), now have the region’s
very own community radio station,
Alfaz-e-Mewat, at 107.8 MHz.
More than 700 million of India’s
population resides in 636 thousand
villages which even after 60 years of
independence reel under chronic
poverty and are characterized by illit-

Alfaz-e-Mewat
generates content
which is “of the
community, by
the community
and for the community.” Razia,
Program Coordinator, Alfaz-eMewat, the only
woman in the
team was elated

VOICES FROM

Stay tu

Alfaz-eS.M. Sehgal Foundation applied for
its community radio license in August
2009. In May 2010 it received the
Letter of Intent (LOI) from the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting
(MoIB). Later, Alfaz-e-Mewat was allocated 107.8 MHz as its broadcast
frequency. The station located at the
foothills of Aravallis in Haryana, is
housed in a community center in village Ghaghas, which holds village
level trainings and field demonstrations. The station covers villages
within 20 kms radius, originating
from the broadcasting tower placed
at 30 meters height from the ground.

eracy, substandard health services,
no employment avenues and limited
access to information. Further, there
are no opportunities for these communities to voice their development
concerns in mainstream media. Villagers of Mewat got their first taste of
accessing the media through the
community radio –Alfaz-e-Mewat,
(meaning Rural voices of Mewat)
which has come up as a tool for social
transformation.
The month of February this year
unfolded a new chapter in unleashing
the power of community media in
Mewat with the launch of Alfaz-eMewat FM 107.8 at village Ghaghas.
Alfaz-e-Mewat is a community radio
station, set up by the Institute of
Rural Research and Development
(IRRAD), an initiative of S.M. Sehgal
Foundation with support from the
Ministry of Agriculture, GoI to give
voice to the farming communities of
Mewat.

after seeing the joy of her daughter
when she first heard her mother on
radio. She says, “Radio is the best
thing to have happened to me, community owned and managed media is
a lot different from mainstream
media. It allows you to express and
talk about issues that directly impact
the community. Our station has received wide popularity in less time,
and there is a long way to go.”
According to IRRAD's Chief Executive Officer, Jane Schukoske, “Community radio promotes civic
participation and a sense of worth in
the local community. The broadcasts
attract listeners to learn, ask questions and give opinions in local dialect about locally relevant topics and
culture. It gives a level playing field
for ongoing learning where there are
varying levels of literacy.”
ThestoryofAlfaz-e-MewatFM
107.8

Sincetheneedsofth
variedand
Alfaz-e-Mewatoffe
ofprogramso
water,soilhealth,localcu
nance&village-b
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After a fairly
lengthy process of
application, screening, and paperwork,
Alfaz-e-Mewat
launched its test
broadcast on January 10, 2012 setting
the stage for our inroads into the formal phase of
broadcasting. All

a unique PPCP (Public Private Community Partnership) farm radio
model.
Since the needs of the communities are varied and diverse, Alfaz-eMewat offers a unique blend of
programs on agriculture, water, soil
health, local culture, school kids, governance and village based institutions. These needs have been
identified through various baseline,
needs assessment surveys and com-

Within this footprint fall hundreds of
villages, many of which have never
had access to mainstream media.
IRRAD floated the expression of
interest and received over fifty applications from vast variety of people
from the community like teachers,
farmers, students, unemployed
youth. Eventually 19 people completed the six month long training, all
were men. Getting women participation from the villages was a challenge. But today we have a woman
who is from the Meo community and
is being trained to lead the community radio project.

hecommunitiesare
ddiverse,
ersauniqueblend
onagriculture,
ulture,schoolkids,goverbasedinstitutions

through the test broadcast, there was
a lot of participation from community
members; they came forward to contribute in giving shape to their own
communication medium. Alfaz-eMewat has been approached by local
talent to be associated with the station and be a part of the day to the
day programming. Alfaz-e-Mewat
started with formal broadcasts from
March 1, 2012. Within a short span of
2 months, the station is broadcasting
for 8.5 hours in a day.
The community radio station,
Alfaz-e-Mewat FM 107.8 has been
supported under the Agriculture
Technology Management Agency
(ATMA) scheme of the Ministry of
Agriculture, GoI. ATMA is a decentralized and innovative autonomous institution set up at the district level for
agricultural extension which gives set
up and program funding for three
years. From the beginning, Alfaz-eMewat FM 107.8 has been created as

munity mobilization. The signature
programme of Alfaz-e-Mewat FM
107.8 is “Tohfa-e-Kudrat: Jal Jangal
Zameen” (Water, Soil, Forests), focusing on agriculture and allied activities
as it is the main source of income for
58% of the district's population.
Besides these signature programs
on agriculture and allied activities,
the station creates content voicing
the numerous development issues
that plague rural villages in Mewat.
Another mandate of the station is to
bridge the existent disconnect between the policy makers and beneficiaries and promote local art and
culture. With a dedicated community
led team managing Alfaz-e-Mewat,
the community radio station has enabled to expand media access and
provide a platform for local voices
and perspectives to be heard.
PoojaO.Murada
Director,Communications
Alfaz-e-Mewat
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‘Copyright Act 2012 needs to be CR friendly’
(ContinuedfromPage3)
The reach of CRs in contrast to commercial FM stations is limited. Unlike commercial FM only five minutes
of advertising per hour is allowed on community radio.
Sponsored programs are not allowed, except when the
program is sponsored by the government at the local or
state level. Most operational community radio stations
today are struggling for financial sustainability and rely
either on small donations from the community, aid from
the state or from donor agencies. While most CR stations
are run with content created by the local community, in
some cases it would also be desirable to have other kinds
of programming including film songs played on some
stations to attract new listeners. These programs can
also be used in the context of educational and public interest programs but it would be impossible for CR stations to afford the same statutory fees as a commercial
FM station.
Given that community radio has a mandate to provide
not-for-profit service to the community we feel it should
not be liable to pay royalty fee at the same rates as commercial radio that operates with a profit motive.

We therefore propose the following:
A distinction be made in the proposed Copyright
Rules between Community radio broadcasters and commercial broadcasters. Non commercial community radio
broadcasters should be allowed to avail of copyrighted
material without the payment of any royalty fee, or if
there is to be a royalty payment, it should be a nominal
fee that should be imposed.
All the other rules including provisions of details of
institution, usage and the maintenance of records can be
retained for Community Radio Broadcasters if there is a
need to verify the bona fide credentials of the licensee.
We would also request the MHRD to consider the possibility of creating a fair dealing exception under Sec. 52
of the Copyright Act for community media organizations
in future amendments, debates and policy deliberation.
Thisnotewaspreparedby:
MonicaJamesfromMaraaandmemberofCommunityRadioForum,andLawrenceLiang,co-founderof
AlternativeLawForum.

Bol Hyderabad celebrates first anniversary

Bol Hyderabad 90.4 FM, the community radio station of the University of
Hyderabad, housed at their Department of Communication, successfully
completed one year of its run on August 15, 2012. Bol Hyderabad broadcasts in English, Hindi and Telugu
languages and is on-air for a six-hour
period every day.
The morning transmission begins
with Jaag Ja Hyderabad, a show that
updates listeners with all the important happenings on the university

campus and around the
city. The evenings are devoted to live interactive
sessions between students and other participants/guests from the
community, wherein issues of larger interest are
discussed, interspersed
with Hindi and Telugu
music.
Speaking of music, the
show Woh Kal Iss Pal
takes listeners on a journey back to the classic
Bollywood melodies of the
50s, 60s and 70s, while
Ringa Ringa brings out the
best from the Telugu
music industry. The essence of
India’s folk culture is captured on the
show Lachodrome.
Further, Shehar ke Mashhoor Adde,
one of the most popular shows, allows listeners to live the Hyderabadi
experience on-air. It is helpful to
those new to the city to get a taste of
the city’s history, culture, cuisine and
people.
Katha Corner is a show which retells
stories for children, while Under the

Bodhi Tree attempts to address the
various issues related to growing up,
especially in today’s fast times. Poetry Mohalla and Airing Books are
treats for all enthusiasts of English
literature.
In addition, well known personalities
and academicians from various fields
share their expertise on the show
Caught in Passing. The station has
had the privilege of interviewing the
likes of the renowned linguist David
Shulman; Robert Kanigel, the author
of "Man who knew Infinity,"; Leela
Samson, dancer, chairperson,
Sangeet Natak Akademi; and media
personalities such as Ammu Joseph,
Paranjoy Guha Thakurta, Pradeep
Thomas, etc.
In view of the improvement of transmission, Bol Hyderabad now plans to
air more shows and explore more avenues of reaching out to the community and becoming a truly
participative radio station for the
people of Hyderabad.
AswathiVarghese,ShikhaSingh,
MehakSiddiqui
MACommunication,
UniversityofHyderabad
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Bikesh’s dream & Nazir’s reality
Despite his low
vision, Bikesh wants
to be a radio
reporter. When I
asked him whether
he can work as a
radio reporter, he
responded
immediately, “why
not?”
I handed over my
voice recorder to
Bikesh and asked
how he feels. He
said, ‘Shaayad mere
manjil mere karib
hain’ (My goal looks
closer to me now)

During my field study in Radio
Bundelkhand, I met with Bikesh
Kumar Prajapat in Banguan village of
Madhya Pradesh’s Tikamgarh district. Versha, previously working as a
community reporter, introduced me
to Bikesh. Bikesh is an 18 years old
young man, with low vision. He is a
regular listener of Radio Bundelkhand and he says that he listens all
the programmes of Radio Bundelkhand- Shubh Kal, Khet Khalihan,
Hum Honge Kam Yab, Hamari Chaupal, Mere Bundeli-Mere Geet, Gali
Gali Sim Sim.
When I ask about his future plans,
he says that his dream is to become a
radio reporter. When I asked him

whether he can work as a radio reporter, he responded immediately,
“why not?” “Can you use the voice
recorder?’ “If I can operate a mobile,
then why not a voice recorder?”
came the answer. “When Prachi didi
and Rampal bhaiya (Radio Bundelkhand reporters) had come to our
house to record my voice on March
13, on Shubh Kal project, I have seen
it in their hands.” I asked, ‘have you
touched it?’ He said no. I handed
over my voice recorder to Bikesh and
asked how he feels. He said, ‘Shaayad
mere manjil mere karib hain’ (My
goal looks closer to me now). I found
he was a passionate and a very good
listener.

I met Nazir, a visually challenged
reporter of Chanderi ki Awaz in his
studio on October 13. I thought,
Bikesh’s dream has become a reality
through Nazir. I talked to Nazir about
how he produces radio programmes.
He said that he has shared chutkule,
song, acted in social drama and interviewed many experts. When I ask
about editing of the programme, he
clearly says that it’s not their work;
it’s the editors’ work. Nazir’s song
‘Do kamre ka ghar’ is very popular
among the listeners, which is about
the sufferings of a weaver at Chanderi.
BiduBhusanDash
PhDScholar,TISS,Mumbai
(bidu.dash@tiss.edu)

www.communityradioindia.org
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INTERNATIONAL

Cyprusmediaregulatorendorses
CommunityMediaamidstcall
forlegalreforms

(Nicosia, 31/10/12): The Cyprus
Radio and Television Authority
(CyRTA) has announced its intention
to proceed with a reform of existing
media legislation to incorporate provisions for licensing of not-for-profit
media organisations.
Speaking in the presence of the
UNESCO Chair on Community Media
Professor Vinod Pavarala at an event
in Nicosia earlier this month, the Director of CyRTA Mr Neophytos
Epaminondas outlined the start of a
process that will see a change in the
legislative framework as this relates
to the operation of community media
in Cyprus. “The (Cyprus Radio and
Television) Authority is prepared to
make a recommendation for reform
of the legislation with the aim of including “community radio and television” in the categories of licenses
that it grants to electronic media”,
said Epaminondas. “In pursuit of this
aim we expect to cooperate with the
Ministry of Communications and
Works, and in particular the Department of Electronic Communications”,
he added.
The event, organised by the
Cyprus Community Media Centre
(CCMC) under the auspices of the
Cyprus Presidency of the European

Union, featured a keynote
lecture by Professor Pavarala
who was on a week-long visit
to Cyprus participating in a
series of civil society events.
“I am greatly encouraged by
what I have heard from the
Director (Mr Epaminondas)
this evening, as well as during my meeting with the
President Mr Petrides this
morning”, said Prof Pavarala.
“The more I hear about the
situation here (in Cyprus) the more I
am convinced of the relevance of
community media to your present
and future”, he added. Representatives from the Cyprus National Commission for UNESCO and the Nicosia
Municipality also highlighted the importance of community media for
empowering citizens to participate
actively in a modern democratic society.
These public pronouncements
have offered hope for community
media advocates in Cyprus that the
sector can finally get off the ground.
“This is a momentous day for Community Media in Cyprus”, said Dr Angeliki Gazi, Assistant Professor of
Communications at the Cyprus University of Technology who attended
the event. “For the first time we have
a public commitment that Community Media will be recognised as part
of national legislation. We at the
Cyprus University of Technology
fully support this move and are
ready to contribute in the best way
we can”, added Gazi.
International organisations have
also expressed their support to the
process. “Back in 2007, a report produced by the European Parliament
indicated that there was no Commu-

nity Media activity in Cyprus”, said
Pieter De Wit, President of the Community Media Forum Europe
(CMFE), a body whose membership
spans 25 countries across Europe. “It
is very encouraging that the authorities in Cyprus appreciate the voice of
civil society. CMFE calls on CyRTA to
continue to include community
media actors in its consultation
process for reforming the existing
legislation”, added De Wit.
CCMC will be working closely
with CyRTA, the Cyprus University of
Technology and representatives from
civil society with the aim of supporting policy change and developing a
comprehensive strategy towards amplifying unheard voices in Cyprus.
AboutCCMC:
The Cyprus Community Media
Centre is a registered non-governmental organisation, which opened
in 2009, aiming to encourage community media in Cyprus and support
local organisations in communicating their message to the public. The
Centre does this through training,
productions and tailored support.
CCMC is located in the heart of
Nicosia’s buffer zone, in the grounds
of the Ledra Palace, making it as inclusive as possible to all communities of the island. The CCMC
implements a number of different
projects and activities. For more information visit www.cypruscommunitymedia.org.
The public lecture was part of the
MultiCommMedia project supported
by the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) Action for Cooperation and Trust (ACT) in Cyprus
and implemented by the Cyprus
Community Media Centre.
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CR to take a beating under
new Libel Law in the Philippines

Piccourtesy:http://www.nujp.org
As the Philippines marked the 40th
anniversary of the declaration of Ferdinand Marcos’ Martial Law on September 21, the people were shocked
by a piece of legislation many feel
brings the country back to the days
when newspapers and television and
radio stations were closed down,
raided or taken over by the dictator.
Under Marcos’ 14-year martial rule,
press freedom and freedom of expression were suppressed and many
journalists and activists were imprisoned or killed.
What makes the newly-minted Republic Act (RA) 10175 or the Cybercrime Prevention Act of 2012, a great
chunk of irony is the fact that it was
signed into law by President Benigno
Simeon Aquino III. He is the son of
the late Senator Benigno Aquino,
whose assassination in 1983 marked
the start of Marcos’ downfall and the
son of the late President Corazon
Aquino who became president in
1986 after a “people power” uprising. This son of widely-respected
“icons of democracy” weakens, with
a stroke of a pen, the freedom of expression people fought and died for

under Martial Law.
One of the things that make the new
law dangerous is its provision on
“cyber libel.” While journalists,
broadcasters and human rights organizations clamour for the decriminalization of libel in the Philippines,
RA 10175 strengthens this unpopular punishment by possibly doubling
jail terms for those found guilty of
the offence – one jail term of six year
for the act itself (through publication
or broadcast) and another six years
if publication or broadcast is assisted
in any manner by information and
computer technology. In the Philippines, this may apply to announcements (shares) through social
networking sites such as Facebook
or Twitter.
This development does not bode
well for all journalists and for the
people in general. It is being said the
new law pose a serious threat not
only against internet freedom, but
also to essential civil liberties including the freedom of speech and expression.
As the most marginalized form of
mass media in the Philippine, com-

munity radio broadcasting is also
bound to suffer from the new law.
Following the lead of mainstream
radio stations, community and alternative radio broadcasters in the
Philippines have taken to online live
streaming of their programs.
CR broadcasters have also created
Twitter accounts and Facebook
pages on which they announce
broadcast schedules and topics.
These are also being used as feedback and talkback mechanisms
where listeners from all over the
world (vital for a country that has
more than 10 million overseas workers) can comment, ask questions,
seek assistance and so on.
ICT has greatly expanded community
and alternative radio’s reach but,
with RA 10175, the risks for being
truly alternative (read: critical) has
greatly magnified. Not only do they
have to be careful against the unjust
libel law, they face the possibility of
being jailed for twice the length of
time for a single ‘offence.’
It is sad to note that while community radio broadcasting in Southeast
Asia was first tried in the Philippines, it has been overtaken by Indonesia, Timor Leste and possibly
other neighbouring countries in
terms of number and vibrancy. But
this is hardly surprising when libel,
instead of being decriminalized is
strengthened, and freedom of expression, instead of being strengthened, is weakened by a government
which promised democracy and justice to the long-suffering Filipino
people.
RaymundB.Villanueva
DirectorforRadio,
KodaoProductions
QuezonCity,Philippines
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StudyexploresCRroleinstrengthening
IECtoolsofdevelopmentschemes
Abhilaksh Likhi, an IAS officer of the
1991 batch of Haryana Cadre has been
awarded a PhD by the AJK Mass Communication Research Center, Jamia Millia Islamia University, New Delhi. The
topic of his dissertation was “Development Communication in the Digital
Age: A Study of Panchayati Raj Institutions and Community Media in the
Mewat Region of Haryana.” He is a former William. J. Fulbright Fellow and is
currently pursuing the mid-career
Masters in International Public Policy
Program at the School of Advanced International Studies (SAIS), Johns Hopkins University, USA.
The author argues in the research
study that inclusive growth in rural
India is not just about economic aggregates. It also requires engaging the village community in the growth process
as active stakeholders through information, education and communication
(IEC) activities.
In the context of participatory communication approach to development,
well thought out IEC activities are increasingly being envisioned as a critical
component of rural development programmes of Government of India. Rural
local self-governance bodies, the district administration, non-governmental
organizations and other stakeholders,
the author observes, are to act in cohesion to make IEC activities a grassroots
reality and hence strengthen the
process of empowerment in rural
areas.
Recognizing this, the implementation guidelines for flagship programmes on rural development
emphasize the criticality of communication for information dissemination,
in making these programmes sustainable. However, more synergies need to
be explored, to make programme implementation accessible, participatory
and empowering.
Democratization of the communication process in rural areas through
community driven tools such as community radio is an emerging area of
focus yet to be fully unearthed. There
is, however, no empirical research
study that has been undertaken to analyze the synergies that can be built to
strengthen the potential of IEC activi-

ties for livelihood security related rural
development programmes in the socioeconomically backward Mewat region
of Haryana in India. This region is inhabited by the ethno-culturally distinct
community of Meos (Muslims).
Given this, the study raises the following questions: Is it possible to create more synergies to strengthen the
potential of IEC activities in the communication component of MGNREGA
(Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act) to empower
the village community? Can these synergies be created through CR? Can the
latter be an effective medium of capacity building for the beneficiaries under
the MGNREGA to further the goal of inclusive growth in rural India?
The study thus aimed at, among
other things, to probe the possibility of
creating synergies to strengthen the
potential of IEC activities under MGNREGA amongst its beneficiaries in the
survey village especially the accessibility and reach of rural radio broadcasts
and more specifically community radio
as a tool for grassroots engagement
with the village community in context
of the National Community Radio Policy, 2006.
An important conclusion of the
study is that MGNREGA’s future communication and capacity building architecture needed a strong
public-private partnership for IEC activities. To set up a community radio
station, the Gram Panchayat’s role
could be limited to funding and creation of infrastructure such as land,
construction of building, studio, transmitter etc. On the other hand, the community radio station could be licensed
and managed by a village community
driven NGO that also formulates its
programming requirements with a dialogic community feedback. The latter
could also access IEC funds from the
Gram Panchayat for purposes of programming advocacy and community
sensitization about the eleven entitlements under MGNREGA.
(Summarized by Kanchan K. Malik from
the thesis synopsis sent to CR News. Scholars are encouraged to send briefs of their
research work related to CR in India)

